


CROWN-MEAKINS
The Company, The People 
Crown Brush Company was founded in 
1956. Meakins & Sons, a paintbrush and 
roller manufacturing company, in Hamilton 
Ontario founded in 1852, was acquired by 
Crown Brush Company in 1970.

Crown-Meakins Inc is the consolidation of the two companies. 
The manufacturing plant, distribution centre and head office are located in Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada occupying 80,000 square feet. 
Crown-Meakins is privately owned and managed, with the offices of the principals just 
footsteps from the production lines assuring the highest quality products.

Key employees have been a 
part of the company for 
decades, they are mature 
highly skilled professionnals
producing ultra high quality
paint applicators supported
by THE BEST customer
service in the industry!

As a leading manufacturer of paint applicators, we are constantly evaluating natural and
synthetic filaments for paint brushes and alternative fibres for roller fabrics to produce
the best possible tools for optimum painting results.
With the new coating products on the market, it is important for us to continue to 
develop proper tools to achieve the best results for the application intended.



Products

It’s the quick and easy solution for different focused
applications.

Product Range
- We manufacture, market, distribute and sell a full range of superior quality paint applicators
and related accessory products covering the whole quality spectrum from professional to 
utility grade to meet all your customers needs.

- This wide product range can be provided in both :
•Crown-Meakins branding
•Private Label branding
•Sub-Brands : 

o"AAA" Professional Quality
o"AA" Professional Quality
o"SPECIALTIES" Special Purpose
Application
o"Semi-Pro" Semi-Professional Quality or 
"Best"
o"Premium" Excellent Quality or "Better"
o"Classique" Superior Quality or "Good"
o"Express" Accessories



Merchandising

•Color coded handles or handle tips to facilitate consumer self-selection at store 
level (Red for Synthetic, Blue for Bristle)
•Same price for Synthetic and Bristle to avoid confusion for the consumer
•Impactful and informational point of sale material available to facilitate consumer 
self-selection in-store
•Brush racks, roller refill bins and cage roller racks available for section set-up
•Order fill rate of 100% all the time, no back orders
•Orders shipped from D.C. within 48 hours from receipt of purchase order for both
National and Private label brands

Distribution channels
- Professional

- Hardware Stores

- Home Building and Improvement Centres

- Home Decor and Paint Stores

- Industrial Trade

- Mass Merchants Stores

- Food and Drug Stores

- Discount Stores



Knowledge

PAINTBRUSHES 
The first recorded paintbrushes date back to 1330 A.D. 
during the times of the Phoenicians. 
For centuries, paintbrushes remained round in shape. Even
today, many European-made paintbrushes are round. 

Here in North America, the majority of paintbrushes are 
flat in shape

5 MAJOR 
COMPONENTS OF A 
PAINTBRUSH 
1) Handle - Can be made
from wood, plastic or 
foam injection. Uniquely
designed, the handle
provides comfort and
good balance. There are 
two ways to attach the
handle to the ferrule; by 
nailing or crimping them.

2) Ferrule - The metal band that holds the filament and the handle together is called a 
ferrule. The ferrule can be made of bright tin, nickel, stainless steel, copper or brass
plated.

3) Spacer - The spacer is placed in the middle of the brush filament to create a reservoir
for the paint, and to maintain the filament tightly in the brush.

4) Epoxy - Type of glue or cement used to lock the filaments permanently into the brush.

5) Filament - Is the most important part of the paintbrush. Filaments are made of natural
hog bristle or synthetic materials.

TYPES OF HANDLES 
Wood is the traditional standard for 
professional handles. Many contractors have 
preferred the balance, weight and feel of
wooden handles.
The D.I.Y. quality of paintbrush handles are 
typically made of plastic or injected foam. The
shape and style are dependant upon the
intended job use.



Sash - Thin long handles in regular or rat-tail
shape provide extra control for use on narrow
areas. 
Varnish - Pencil shape handles are designed for a 
comfortable feel when applying coatings on small
to medium areas.
Wall - Large, thick handles allow a good, firm grip 
for painting large areas.

TYPES OF FERRULES 
Various materials such as stainless steel. nickel, brass
or tin are common alloys used. The importance of the
material used is to assure rust and corrosion 
resistance.

TYPES OF FILAMENT 
Bristle : Natural pig or hog bristle is the most popular material used in paintbrush manufacturing. 
These bristles predominantly come from China. Bristles vary in length, stiffness and thickness. These
natural characteristics are difficult to duplicate with synthetic materials.
Like some human hair, bristle has naturally split ends called "flags". Flags are very important. They
help to hold paint in the brush so it is released evenly throughout the stroke instead of all at once on 
the first contact point. Flags also provide an extra-smooth finish with minimal brush marks because 
there are more "individual paint spreaders".
Nylon : When nylon was first used in the construction of paintbrushes, it was simply tapered filament 
mixed with horsehair. Over time, the processing of nylon has greatly improved so that now many
contractors use nylon brushes. Because it is so durable, nylon is great to use on rough surfaces. Easy
clean ability makes it the best material to use with fast-drying paints like acrylics.

Polyester : was introduced to 
reduce the cost of the synthetic
filament. Also, the nature of the
material does not allow the
filaments to absorb any moisture
whatsoever. It therefore maintains
consistent stiffness.
Blends : The most popular
synthetic paintbrushes combine 
the best qualities of nylon and
polyester together in one brush. 
Polyester is used in the shorter



lengths to give the brush resistance to heat and stiffness when used with water based paints; 
nylon is used in the longer lengths for precise tipping and maximum durability. Blends give
outstanding performance in all types of paint, including latex, acrylics, alkyds and oil base.

ROLLER COVERS 
The first paint rollers were developed in England. Today, rollers are extremely popular. They
are a fast, effective and simple method of applying paint to large areas.

THREE MAJOR 
COMPONENTS OF 
A PAINT ROLLER 
COVER 
1) Core - Base of
the roller cover; it
can be plastic, 
cardboard or 
phenolic-
impregnated. 
Plastic cores vary in 
durability and
quality levels, from
DIY to professional. 

Untreated cardboard cores are usually found in throwaway covers. 
Phenolic cores provide durability that stand up to many chemical products
that are used for special applications. 
2) Epoxy - Type of adhesive used to bond the fabric to the core of the
roller; it resists solvents and chemicals.
3) Fabric - Part of the cover that carries the paint, consisting of individual
fibres woven or knitted to a backing. Better roller covers have high-
density fabric with many fibres per square inch as well as fibres of varying
diameters, for higher paint capacity.

ROLLER COVER FABRICS 
Roller covers, like brushes, are available in various qualities and can be made with natural or 
synthetic materials; 96% of all roller covers are synthetic.
Natural Fabric The original, natural roller fabric is shearling wool. Mohair covers contain blended
natural and synthetic fibres. They have higher paint capacity than all other roller covers. Still, DIY 
painters rarely use these covers because they cost much more than synthetic ones.



Synthetic Fabrics Synthetic
roller covers are made with
different blends of nylon, 
polyester, acrylic, rayon and
other synthetic materials. In 
general, they can be used with
all types of coatings, from
latex to oil-based, but the type 
of synthetic cover used should
be chosen carefully.

SPECIAL USE ROLLER COVERS 
Special use covers are designed for specific needs. Twisted
fabric is used to create textured finishes.Polyurethane foam
covers leave no lint and minimal air bubbles for glossy
enamels. Synthetic, short napped fabrics apply adhesives and
epoxies for wall coverings or floor tile. There is a roller cover
designed for every type of application.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT ROLLER COVER
Many people only consider price when choosing a roller cover. 
There are many reasons why better-quality rollers are worth
more than inexpensive ones.

Better Quality Roller Covers…

•Provides smoother coverage, fewer air bubbles
and less lint on the surface. Denser fibres reduce
spattering and even release layoff from the
beginning to the end of the stroke.
•Holds more paint per dip (have higher paint
capacity) Saves time!
•Lasts longer. Higher quality materials resist
matting and are more durable.
•Recommended Fabric Pile Heights for Specific
Surfaces :
Smooth 3/16"-1/4" (5mm-6mm)
Semi-Smooth 3/8"-9/16" (10mm-15mm)
Semi-Rough 3/4" (19mm)
Rough 1" (25mm) and over



PAINTBRUSHES

Bristle
Tynex

Poly / Nylon
Polyester

Semi-Pro Bristle - Poly / Nylon

Premium Bristle – Polyester

Classique Bristle – Polyester

All Purpose Bristle – Polyester

Double A Bristle - Poly / Nylon

Triple A Bristle - Poly / Nylon

Triple A Tynex - Varnish

Econo Bristle – Polyester



Bristle / Soie

Poly / Nylon 

10



Bristle / Soie

Polyester
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Bristle / Soie

Polyester
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Bristle / Soie

Polyester
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Bristle / Soie

Poly / Nylon 
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Bristle / Soie

Poly / Nylon 
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Tynex

Bristle / Soie

Varnish Bristle 

Pinceaux à Vernis
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En Vrac

Bulk Pack
Bristle / Soie

En Vrac

Bulk Pack
Polyester
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MAINTENANCE &
SPECIAL PURPOSE

Brushes “Utility” Foam Brushes

Brushes “Industrial”

“Chip & Oil” Brushes

Econo Brushes

Stain Brushes

Tampico Brushes

Parts Cleaning Brushes

Wire Brushes

Tynex 5”

Offset Radiator Brushes

Stencil Brushes

Beaver Oval Brushes

Oval Brushes

Glue Brushes

Mini Rollers

Mini Rollers Poly / Nylon

Pipe Rollers

Paint Mit

Professional Accessories
& Rollers



Utility

MAINTENANCE
ENTRETIEN
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En Vrac

Bulk Pack

En Vrac

Bulk Pack
Econo Polyester

Econo Bristle / Soie 

MAINTENANCE
ENTRETIEN
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Industrial                  Bristle / Soie

Chip & Oil               Bristle / Soie
En Vrac

Bulk Pack

En Vrac

Bulk Pack

MAINTENANCE
ENTRETIEN
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Stain Brushes / Pinceaux a Teinture Bristle / Soie

Tampico Brushes / Pinceaux Tampico
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Parts Cleaning / Nettoyeurs à Pièces

Wire Brushes / Brosses en Acier
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Tynex 5”

Offset Radiator Brushes / Pinceaux Courbes Pour Radiateur
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Foam Brushes High Density / Pinceaux Mousse Haute Densite

Stencil Bristle Brushes / Pochoir en Soie
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Beaver Oval Bristle / Pinceaux “ Beaver “ Ovale Soie

Oval Brushes Bristle / Pinceaux Ovale Soie
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Glue Brushes / Pinceaux pour Colles
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Express Mini Rollers / Mini Rouleaux
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
USAGE SPECIAL

Express Poly/Nylon Mini Rollers / Mini Rouleaux en Poly-/Nylon
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Pipe Rollers / Pipe Replacements / Rouleaux pour tuyaux / Manchons de Remplacement

MAINTENANCE
ENTRETIEN

Paint Mitt / Mitaine à Peinturer
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Professional Roller & Accessories / Accessoires & Rouleaux Professionnel
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ROLLER
COVERS

Covers: Sets:
Semi-Pro

Premium

Classique

All Purpose

Double A Lint Free

Double A Synthetic

Econo

Trays:
Plastic

Metal

Tray Liners

Semi-Pro 6 pc

Classique 3 pc

Express 5 pc

Express 4 pc

Econo 10 pc

Unique 8 pc

Unique 10 pc

Frames:
Professionnal

Premium

Promo
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Trays / Plateaux
Plastic / Plastique
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Trays / Plateaux
Metal / Métal
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SPECIAL PURPOSE
APPLICATORS

Foam Covers

Squeegee

Sealer Applicators

Driveway Applicators



Foam Covers / Manchons Mousse

Squeegee
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Driveway Applicator / Applicateur Entrer Garage

Uni-Block Applicator / Applicateur Pavé-Uni
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PAINT ACCESSORIES

Trim Rollers 3”

Trim Rollers 4”

Trim Rollers 5”

Micro Foam Applicators 3”

Micro Foam Applicators 4”

Micro Foam Applicators 4” et  6”

Micro Applicators“Perlon” 4” et 6”

Micro Applicators “Mohair” 6”

Mini

Wallpaper Accessories

Paint Accessories



Trim Roller Coaters / Rouleaux à Découper               3’’
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Trim Roller Coaters / Rouleaux à Découper               4’’
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Trim Roller Coaters / Rouleaux à Découper               5’’
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Mini Foam Applicators / Applicateurs en Mousse  Mini          3”

Micro Foam Applicators / Applicateurs en Mousse  Micro      4”
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Express Poly/Nylon Mini Rollers / Mini Rouleaux en Poly-/Nylon

Express Mini Rollers / Mini Rouleaux
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Micro Foam Applicators / Applicateurs en Mousse Micro

Foam High Density 
Mousse Haute Densité
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Micro Mohair  Applicators / Applicateurs en Mohair Micro

Micro Perlon  Applicators / Applicateurs en Perlon Micro
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Wallpaper Accessories / Accessoires à Papier Peint 
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Paint Accessories / Accessoires à Peinture
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